Optimize Your
Procurement
in 10 Steps with
CLX LaneLogix️
™️

Improve Visibility & Close the Gaps
Between Performance, Spend, & Risk
CLX LaneLogix,™️ a global rate procurement service, is the
next stage in chemical supply chain management for
benchmarking, bidding, and procurement. It quickly and
easily integrates into your current system and allows you to
analyze, optimize, and adapt your chemical supply chain.
This infographic describes the steps CLX Logistics takes using
CLX LaneLogix™️ to optimize your procurement strategy.

1. Spend Analysis

CLX LaneLogix™ starts with
a detailed analysis of where
your money is going.

2. Maturity
Assessment

CLX LaneLogix™ helps provide
a comprehensive view of your
procurement function.

3. Identify
Opportunities
for Improvement

4. Align & Inform
the Right People

5. Evaluate & Train
Team Members

6. Develop Supply
Chain Strategies

7. Network Risk
Assessment

8. Social &
Environmental
Strategies

Ex️plore and leverage new
data-driven efficiencies
within your ex️isting
transportation network.

Gain a better understanding
of what education and
training you should provide
and who needs it most.

Understand, communicate,
monitor, and mitigate risks
related to your supply chain
procurement process.

9. Implement IT
& Tools

Leverage a massive store of
transportation data to plan and
implement value-generating
tech solutions.

A centralized hub enables
rapid network coordination
that’s easily scalable to meet
customer needs.

Set precise expectations
around quality, cost, delivery,
and innovation with suppliers
across your network.

Develop new social, economic,
and environmental initiatives
that drive and enhance your
procurement strategies.

10. Develop KPIs &
Produce Reports

CLX LaneLogix™️ helps define
future procurement savings
metrics and monitors and
shares critical data with the
right people.

Deploy a Next-Generation Procurement Strategy
•

Dedicated resources to expedite and optimize your procurement event

•

Expert predictor of procurement results

•

Avoids bid mistakes

•

Greater savings, typically 2-3% better than in-house events

•

Faster turnaround that saves time for your team

Talk to CLX Logistics about your procurement strategy.
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